
NeverWage Whitepaper 
(The only NEETcoin with memes – for a comfy life)

In 1930 economist John Maynard Keynes famously predicted technological 
advancements would eventually lead to a 15-hour working week in the 
Western world. His theories would come to dominate economic policies of 
countries all over the world from the U.S. to Japan to Communist China for 
much of the 20th century. His prediction on the other hand was a stark 
disappointment. In the U.S. and Britain, median real wages have stagnated or 
even declined since the 1980s, and working hours in the same period have 
flatlined or decreased by negligible levels in the order of 1-2 hours per week. 
This is all in contrast with skyrocketing productivity levels from technological 
advancements and the digitalisation of the economy. Wealth has been created 
on an enormous scale, but too few are seeing a better deal in life. 



Fast forward to 2021, and we see ourselves in the era of The Great 
Resignation, with record numbers of disgruntled workers quitting their jobs in
the belief that the deal they are getting is simply not good enough. We see 
labour shortages across the globe, with employers struggling to find willing 
applicants to recruit for positions that would have normally been easy to fill. 

And yet confusingly, in modern 
times we are increasingly warned 
of the prospect of AI making 
human labour increasingly 
unnecessary. You would think that 
the prospect of intelligent 
machines making human labour 
unnecessary would be hailed as a 
glorious development for humanity,
but under the current market 
system where most depend on a 
wage-labour contract with an 
employer to secure their income, 
many view it as a grave threat to 

their livelihood. Solutions have been suggested, such as a Universal Basic 
Income (UBI) paid to all citizens regardless of income or means, but most 
governments have so far been unwilling to proactively take such radical 
measures. 

This is where NeverWage comes in. NeverWage is a token on the Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC) that aims to unite an international community of people 
who believe the system of wage-labour (termed by some as ‘wage-slavery’) 
is dehumanising and disempowering. Alongside the usual restrictions that 
wage-slavery places on a man’s time and his ability to pursue his vision and
his own passions in his work, many employees find themselves under 
constant scrutiny outside of work as well. An employee may find that his 



freedom and independence are not only limited in the workplace, as voicing 
controversial opinions outside of work, being part of the wrong political 
organisation, testing positive for the wrong chemicals, saying the wrong 
thing on social media, or in 2021/2022, refusing to take a vaccine that he 
(rightly or wrongly) believes could be unsafe could all lead to him losing his 
employment and thus livelihood.

NeverWage believes in a better way. NeverWage is a mixed community of 
NEETs, self-employed and wageslaves planning their escape, with a 
common goal to become financially independent and earn money doing the 
things that they love, rather than what the boss tells them to do. NeverWage
and its community strongly believe in the power of humour and satire as a 
tool for ridiculing and deconstructing systems of oppression and a source of 
personal and collective empowerment. 

But how does NeverWage achieve this? 

The answer is simple, reflections and MEMES.

REFLECTIONS

NeverWage holders pay a 13.5% tax
on buys, sells and transfers between
wallets. Of this, 8% goes to a pool
which regularly distributes $BUSD
rewards, approximately every 1-3
hours depending on volume, to all
holders proportional to the size of their
wallet. $BUSD is a BSC-token created
by Binance that is pegged to the US
dollar, with full 1:1 backing in fiat
currency and fully audited accounts.



This means that NeverWage produces a 
steady income to its holders that has a fixed 
fiat value and isn’t subject to the wild 
fluctuations of normal cryptocurrency, helping 
those on the road to financial independence 
gain income for day-to-day expenditure. 

The full NeverWage tokenomics are as follows:

8% - $BUSD rewards automatically paid hourly
to holders
4% - redistributed back to the liquidity pool to support an ever rising price 
floor
1.5% - sent to a marketing wallet to promote the NeverWage vision and 
attract more investors and holders.

MEMES

The fun part of NeverWage, being
more than just a shitcoin with passive
income rewards, NeverWage believes
memes and humour will be at the
forefront of the anti-work revolution.
NeverWage devs, staff and
community alike will be regularly
creating, making, sharing and editing
hilarious memes which ridicule the
corporate clown world and the typical
NPC colleagues you’re likely to find in
the office. But more than just
spamming the Telegram with memes,
NeverWage is taking it one step further, by launching a dedicated platform 
called NeverWage.app. NeverWage.app is a web portal and permanent 



archive of community created memes that mock wageslaves, corporate 
NPCs and celebrate the grand ideal of the Comfy Life and its realisation. 
NeverWage.app will allow users to upload their own content and receive 
recognition from the community. But not only that, NeverWage will be using 
a small fraction of the marketing wallet to buy back coins during dips, and 
host regular meme competitions with prizes paid in both $NEVERWAGE 
tokens and $BUSD or other crypto, incentivising the creative power of the 
community and continually strengthening the NeverWage meme library. The 
memes will invariably be edgy as fuck and include your favourite crypto 
characters including Bogdanoff (press F), Sminem, Wojak, Chad, boomer, 
zoomer and more. 

NFTs

Alongside our vast collection of epic
memes, in weeks 2-3 NeverWage will be
launching a dedicated NFT marketplace,
with the ultimate goal to integrate it into
NeverWage.app. NeverWage’s NFT
collection will include coins and rare
collectibles of all your favourite
aforementioned characters as well as your
chance to own your favourite NEET and
comfylife memes on the blockchain.
NeverWage.app and NeverWage’s NFT
portal will also allow users to create and upload their own NEET and 
comfylife memes, providing yet another means for holders to monetise their 
creativity and earn funds towards living the comfy life. 

Anti-whale tokenomics and implementation

As well as passive income, meme portals and NFTs, and the tokenomics 
mentioned above, NeverWage aims to protect its holders with some simple 



anti-whale tokenomics to discourage pump and dumps. The NeverWage 
smart contract limits wallets to holding a maximum 1.5% of the circulating 
supply, discouraging early adopters from hoarding the supply when it is 
available for cheap. On top of this, NeverWage sets a 1% transaction limit 
to prevent whales from engaging in mega dumps. While we are confident 
the exciting features of this project will provide a strong incentive to hold, we
believe these features will make our holders funds just that little bit safer. 

Genuine fair launch

NeverWage is a founding dev team of 3
crypto enthusiasts who will be providing
$5000 worth of initial liquidity to the
liquidity pool. There will be no presale of
this coin, which is where the public or
private individuals external to the project
are invited to give money in advance to
fund liquidity in return for the promise of
tokens at a later date. The disadvantage of
presales is that they concentrate a large
proportion of the supply in the hands of a
small group of people before the coin has ever launched, which makes 
sustained price growth very difficult as presalers are known to dump their 
tokens as soon as the price goes up. With an initial marketcap of $5K and a
fair launch announced via Telegram, this is your chance to get in early to a 
potentially HUGE moonshot returning many times your initial capital.  

Ownership renounce and anti-bot launch

Ownership of the contract will be renounced at launch, meaning control of 
the contract will be transferred to the burn wallet as we successfully launch 
the token on to the market. Before the contract address is officially released



in our Telegram groups, NeverWage
devs will add liquidity approximately 1
hour before the token is set to launch.
When the contract is deployed, the
devs will temporarily change liquidity
taxes to 99%. Why? Because many
launches on Pancakeswap are ruined
by bots that automatically buy a large
percentage of the supply when it goes
live, only to dump it all later and kill
the coin. Any bots attempting this on
our coin will only see their funds
transferred into the liquidity pool, thus supporting the future price stability of 
our project. Immediately before release to the public, developers will change
taxes back to 13.5%, and then renounce ownership, making it impossible for
them to change taxes again, and helping to build trust with the community. 

The liquidity pool will start with $5000 worth of BNB and all funds will be 
locked on an ongoing basis. 

We thank you for reading our whitepaper and look forward to living the 
comfy life with you. 

Website: https://www.neverwage.io
Meme portal: https://neverwage.app
Telegram: t.me/NeverWageBSC



Subreddit: /r/NeverWage








